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ABSTRACT

Abstract

Monitoring High-Arctic ecosystems has suddenly become a necessity for scientists and
biologists when trying to understand the real repercussion of climate change in our
world. Nonetheless, due to the challenge it represents, considering the extreme weather
conditions and remoteness of these areas, applying traditional methods for data collection not only is it unreliable and expensive but most of the times impossible.
In this way, a new generation of data loggers are starting to be indispensable, on
the grounds that former sensing infrastructures, completely relying on fixed, stand-alone
data loggers to collect and store data have prevented ecologists to count on an independent, self-maintained data acquisition system. It is in this context where MANA is born,
as a new paradigm whose main goal is to provide those scientists a reliable and robust set
of tools, so that they can carry out their work in a more efficient way. The very first step
for this ideal to be successfully materialized is, indeed, the collection of valuable data,
which can be trusted and used and, what is more important, can be analyzed in real time.
In order to achieve this, we have build a replica of what is called The Capoh Architecture, which is currently deployed in Zackenberg (Greenland), inside the IT University of
Copenhagen, and that represents the first version of this new generation of data-loggers.
Furthermore, we have turned this replica into a testbed for further testing, making it
possible for the system to evolve and adapt to new necessities in order to meet scientists
and biologists requirements.
Making use of the MANA testbed, we have made several contributions to the Capoh
Architecture, adapting it to standard protocols and adding new features to its toolchain. As a result, we count now on a robust, reliable, self-maintained and autonomous
system which is able to collect valuable data and store it. Even more important, we have
created a system that can be tested in a controlled environment, saving deployments
costs associated with testing and further contributions, making it much easier for MANA
to continue its way as an innovative and fruitful research project.
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Introduction

Climate change is known to have a significant impact on the High-Arctic ecosystem,
and therefore, monitoring these regions not only is necessary and important [19], but
also a challenge in order to successfully meet ecologists needs. For years, ecologists have
attempted to observe and monitor different kinds of ecosystems by deploying sensing
infrastructures, completely relying on fixed, stand-alone data loggers to collect and store
data from a wide variety of sensors, nonetheless, the costs of deploying a high density
of these generation of sensors which are still bulky, energy hungry and expensive; make
it difficult, unwanted and even impossible for ecologists to rely in an independent, selfmaintained data acquisition system [9]. In order to satisfy this necessity, researchers are
focusing their efforts into low power wireless sensor networks, which promise to provide
ecologists with adaptive sampling and unprecedented scale and resolution [13], by moving from stand-alone devices to a networked system, monitored and controlled to meet
the scientist’s requirements.
Considering that Arctic areas are difficult to access and are subject to extreme
weather conditions, it can be considered as impossible to make yearly manual measurements and unreliable to manually supervise the previously described data loggers [14].
In this way, the IT University of Copenhagen in collaboration with the School of Computer Science from Reykjavik University, the University of Copenhagen’s Fresh Water
7
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Biology Lab, Arch Rock Corp., and Dan-System Aps; founded MANA (Monitoring remote environments with Autonomous sensor Network-based data Acquisition systems), a
project that has successfully achieved the developing of a new generation of data loggers
adapted to extreme weather conditions and limited bandwidth, characteristics that are
present in harsh, remote environments (www.itu.dk/mana). However, the high costs
associated to maintain, adapt, improve and test this already deployed system, make it
very difficult for it to evolve. For this reason, the Thesis we present in this paper aims
to address this problems by analyzing, structuring and documenting all the work that
led to the Capoh System [10], by making an exact replica inside the IT University of
Copenhagen, which will serve as a testbed for further improvements, add-ons and evolution of the MANA project. Furthermore it will be presented some modifications made
on the system that can be already considered as a next stage for the MANA project,
adapting its behavior to standardized protocols and improving its reliability.

2.1

Context

MANA’s Capoh system is currently monitoring limnic parameters - chlorophyl fluorescence, dissolved oxygen, temperature and salinity - in Zackenberg region of Northeast
Greenland (74.5 N; www.zackenberg.dk). The system was born as a response to the
need of acquiring reliable data that adequately described the global behavior in two
small lakes located in this area (Sommerfuglesø and Langemandsø) where, for ten years,
a long-term monitoring program focused on the water chemistry and freshwater biota
during the summer season due to the high value of the measurements taken there [12].
Ought to the difficulties, especially when the lakes were covered with ice, the recollected
data did not represent the process taken place in the lakes; which led to the deployment
of the system we are to describe in Part I [10], and that is the starting point, in which
this Thesis is supported.

2.2

Problem

The fact that this project is to be used out of the theoretical environment, usually associated with the University; and considering that its goal is to meet the ecologist’s
requirements in the field, leads us to a situation in which having to move to the deployment place every time some work has to be done, not only is it economically unthinkable
but also no realistic nor maintainable.
In this way, should we look back to the beginnings of the MANA project and analyze how the workflow followed, the made mistakes and the lessons learnt after the
deployment of a real system in the field [10], we realize that most of the drawbacks and
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problems were associated with the fact that the system had to be installed and powered
up in the field (Greenland), which meant that unexpected weather conditions, technical
problems and human involvement altogether, led to unsatisfactory results. A problem
that, on the other hand, was impossible to avoid in the first place, when the system had
to be initialized.
Nonetheless, if we now consider the evolution, optimization and enhancement of the
system, so that it is possible for us to totally take control of it, test it and adapt it to new
technologies and requirements if that would be the case; we face that it is very unstable
to rely on people moving to Greenland in order to make the required experiments. What
is more, at some point, it is impossible to emulate the environment and the conditions
under which the engineers might be working, making it even more difficult to estimate
costs and timing when starting and scheduling new projects inside MANA.

2.3

Approach

Our approach to this problem is, as briefly mentioned before, to develop an exact replica
of the system running in Greenland, so that it is possible to rely on a system inside the
ITU as a testbed for incorporations and contributions that are to be deployed in the field.
The work behind this replica involves several steps that, in the original development
might be underestimated -we have to consider the research nature of this work- but that
at the same time, they are necessary in order to create a maintainable and adaptable
system. Besides, we include some modifications and improvements in the MANA version
currently running in Greenland, adapting it to standard protocols and adding more logic
to the system so that the results and data we are collecting have more value for scientists
and biologists.
2.3.1

Hardware

Regarding Hardware, we make use of Rob Fatland’s MicroServer [17] (Please note that
as it will be explained in detail through the next section, we will briefly mention the
hardware components). This includes a hermetic box able to confront extreme weather
conditions, the necessary boards to control power consumption and the processes (applications) that are to be carried out, a GPS, a solar panel and a motor to move it, a
router that allows wireless communication with the MicroServer, antennas in order to
amplify radio and WiFi signal (this part is still to be designed and will be discussed
under the WiFi Communication subsection) and a set of telos motes running a TinyOS
application aiming real-time communication, apart from cables and batteries which are
needed to power up the system.

9
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Software

As the first step in this project is to construct a replica of an already developed system,
we will, in the first place try to reuse as much code as possible -there are some hardware components such as the telos motes that are different from the ones in Greenland.
When qualitative changes are to be made we will respect the given interfaces -always
that they match the system requirements- reducing modifications in the upper layers.
Finally when we have to develop code from scratch -making improvements and adding
new features to the system- we will also follow a layered approach -given the nature of
this specific problem- so that future changes are easily made, reducing its impact in the
whole system.
When we refer as the nature of the problems we are facing as a reason for a layered
design, we mean that, as we have many different components, running completely different applications -this involves language, abstraction, level, etc.- we want to minimize
the repercussion of future changes, providing a modular design with powerful interfaces,
trying to follow the well-known tight internal cohesion and loose external coupling.
2.3.3

Documentation

Finally, one of our mayor goals is to provide a complete and detailed documentation
of the construction of the replica and all the modifications and add-ons carried out.
Considering that MANA started as a research project (it still is) with a tight schedule
for deployment, some of the analysis and design decisions were not completely documented, which affects its comprehension and understanding. For this reason, now with
the construction of the replica, we will repeat the process step by step, standing out the
difficulties encountered and remarking the important decisions and assumptions that
were made when developing it for the first time.
Furthermore, as we consider that MANA has still a long trajectory, we will present
some ideas and thoughts that can lead to further development, improving the current
system and pushing it forward by taking advantage of new approaches and stepping
aside -to a certain extent- of common and widely used designs and paradigms.

2.4

Contribution

As the Capoh System is composed by several, different components, that have to work
altogether in order to achieve the final result of acquiring reliable data out of a set of
sensors, for it to be analyzed; the contributions to the system involve a great deal of
different aspects and levels of abstraction, going from the serial and radio communication
between the motes deployed in the field, transmitting the data that is being acquired
10
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by the sensors; to the data analysis and validation in the server side, including all the
logic behind this process in order to make it robust and reliable. It is worth mentioning
that given the nature of the systems we are dealing with, and considering the continuous
change of paradigm, from high-level programming languages to very low-lever, low-power
consumption communications; the main difficulty is to adapt each design to the proper
level of abstraction and therefore take advantage of all the available resources in each one
so that we respect a layered global design, perfectly differentiating the components of
the system by providing good, understandable interfaces among them. For this reason,
all the contributions carried out throughout this Thesis inside MANA have a detailed
analysis and design process behind it, so that every step is done in the right direction.
This implies adapting our development process for each level of abstraction and more
important, respecting a layered design so that changes in the lower layers -most times
dependent on hardware and proprietary code- do not involve mayor changes in the upper
ones.

Part I

Background
In this section we will describe the Capoh Buoy and the Capoh Base Station which, together with Rob Fatland’s MicroServer [17] -and the modifications made on it, explained
throughout this section- conform the Capoh System that is currently deployed in Zackenberg. This scheme has been gathering data for the past 2 years, keeping as the main
objective to be an automatic monitoring data-logger operating under extreme weather
conditions, while autonomously compensating for failures and adapting the sampling
strategy to environmental changes.

3

The Capoh Architecture

The Capoh Architecture, as we can see in Figure 1, is composed by several small components that are grouped into two main Capoh subsystems: The Buoy and The Base
Station. We will discuss the level of logic implemented in each of these subsystems and
the way they interact, so that it is possible to describe the behavior of the whole system
by understanding its parts first.
As the Capoh System is composed by two subsystems working as a whole, they
have to agree in a protocol for them to communicate. In this way, so that there is a
communication channel between the buoy and the base station, low-power, short-range
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Figure 1: Schematics of the (a) Capoh Buoy and (b) Base Station
radios has been used, on the grounds that other possibilities such us cables or acoustic
modems are inoperable in frozen lakes. (Please note that the information regarding
the deployed Capoh System in Zackenberg corresponds to the descriptions provided
in the paper by Philippe Bonnet and Marcus Chang - Monitoring in a High-Arctic
Environment: Some lessons from MANA [10])

3.1

The Capoh Buoy

The Capoh buoy is composed basically by a flotation device and a waterproof steel case
connected to a 2-meter high steel pipe, where the sensors - protected from debris and
dirt by a steel cage - are attached to the housing’s exterior. The electronics and the
batteries are located in the bottom inside the housing, so that they are insulated by
water against cold, maintaining in this way their charge capacity.
In order to monitor limnic parameters in the Zackenberg lakes , the sensors must
be submerged beneath the surface - which is subject to be frozen up to an estimated
maximum depth of 1.8m - therefore an anchored buoy is used so that sensors are kept
in place at the same time that they are protected against wind and ice. Taking into
account that the integration of data processing and communication into the buoy would
lead to an unmanageable size and weight of the buoy - which would increase significantly
deployment and maintenance costs - this approach keeps the buoy as a sensor node with
minimal processing and storage capability, moving the main data processing and longrange communication features to a base station located in the shore. An antenna is
12
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connected to the top of the buoy, allowing short-range communication(802.15.4) with
the base station, and an anchor keeps the buoy in place.
The buoy is equipped with WET Lab’s Water Quality Monitor (WQM) [22], a set of
sensors measuring conductivity, temperature, depth, dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll and
turbidity. The decision to use WQM was based on its open protocol, precision, low
maintenance and sturdiness, as well as for the built-in anti-biofouling mechanism, which
prevents plants and under-marine life from growing on the sensors. Besides, WQM also
works as a data-logger, allowing the buoy to take regular samples and store them at fixed
intervals for later retrieval to the base station on a regular basis. This allows us to take
advantage of a simple data-logger system by using it as a backup in case of a network
failure or a collapse in the base station; at the same time that we move beyond former
paradigms, when we take under consideration the logic present in the base station. In
this way, we can say that an additional layer of storage redundancy is added by making
use of this feature, not only relying on the WQM sensors as a data collector, but also
building on top of it as it is being described in this section. Additionally, by creating
a sensor network with high-grade instruments that share great similarity to the field
instruments usually used by ecologists, and therefore are accustomed to and trust; we
increase dramatically the measurements’ value.
For the communication between the buoy ad the base station, we rely on the 802.15.4
protocol (see Figure 1). The Arch Rock IpSerial node (very similar to telos platform)
is used to build the IPv4 sensor-network infrastructure by making use of Rosetta, a protocol allowing IP discovery and downloading of routing tables so that a sensor network
could be established.
This approach was the one implemented in MANA’s first version on the grounds that
it was supported by Arch Rock motes, being easy to implement and take advantage of,
by only knowing the MAC address of the mote/motes to which the WQM sensor were
attached. (Currently there is only one mote in the buoy but this infrastructure would
allow more motes to be sending data to the base station)
Once the communication network is ready, the motes -running TinyOS [33] - have to
be able to send data strings from one side to the other using the same protocol . For this
purpose, a TinyOS blip-based application called RFSerial was developed by professor
Philippe Bonnet and PhD student Marcus Chang. RFSerial allows to transmit strings
between two motes -a blip server and client- over an IPv6 TCP connection at a 19200
bps baud-rate. Considering that the WQM sensors are attached to the serial port in
the client mote, and taking into account that they provide a communication protocol,
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the data flowing between the motes is known and therefore high-level applications can
rely on this communication layer to build more complex logic on top of it. Although the
RFSerial application will be dissected in the contribution section in order to understand
the improvements that were made to it, we will now depict the data flow between the
Base Station -acting as a server- and the Buy -acting as a client (See Figure 2).

Figure 2: Communication between Buoy and Base Station over IPv6
As we can see in the Figure 2 -note that we have avoided the inclusion of ACKs
to simplify the image’s comprehension- a TCP tunnel is opened by the client side (the
buoy) and then it can be used to send data in both directions. As the WQM commands
and its answers are well known on the grounds that they are provided by WET Labs,
and considering that in the first place there is no restrictions in the structure of the
string to be send over the TCP connection, this communication layer allows us to ask
for data from the server and acquire it once it has been transmitted over the radio
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(802.15.4). Once the data transmission is over, the TCP connection is closed, allowing
further connections.
For the communication between the buoy and the base station, we rely on the
802.15.4 protocol (see Figure 1). The Arch Rock IPSerial node (telos platform) is used
to build the sensor-network infrastructure by making use of 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over LowPower Wireless Personal Area Network) [25], which supports low-power listening and
multi-hop network configuration. 6LoWPAN can establish a wireless communication
with any device providing a serial (RS-232) interface, and considering that State-ofthe-art data loggers such as WQM and measurement-and-control systems (MCSs) from
the industry leader Campbell Scientific [29] all allow serial connection; by establishing
a wireless serial infrastructure, all data loggers and MCSs within range will effectively
be turned into potential sensor nodes, all accessible from the base station. Please note
that even-though we mention 6LowPAN here as the protocol used for the communication between the Buoy and the Base Station, the system deployed in Greenland is
based on MANA’s first version which runs under Rosetta. This description corresponds
to the requirements stated for the system when still in development, which have been
incorporated throughout the development of this Thesis, and are described under the
Contributions section.

3.2

The Capoh Base Station

The main characteristic of the Capoh Architecture, in comparison to former data logging
infrastructures is the division between the sensor nodes and the logic behind the storage and communication features. In this way, the buoy acts as a common data-logger,
gathering measurements and storing them in-situ, while the main data processing is
taking place in the base station, which, as described above, makes this system meet the
scientist’s requirements by controlling the data acquisition automatically. This data is
send to Zackenberg for further analysis in a fixed basis.
As the goal of this communication infrastructure we have created for reliable data
acquisition, is to grow as a multi-hop sensor network -which goes through the deployment of more sensors- even in different locations and different buoys, the base station
allows multiple node connection. Taking this under consideration, stands out the great
deal of possibilities this design offers. It is possible to strategically place the base station
and a set of buoys, with even different types of sensors, creating a sensor network where
the buoys take the measurements and send them to the base station, which acts as a
gateway that recollects, process and stores the samples for later deployment to the main
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server by means of 802.11.
The core component of the base station is a combination between a single-board computer (SBC) and a Power Conditioning Subsystem (PCS), of which main advantage is
the synergy between them. The SBC, running Linux Debian Lenny, is powerful enough
to function both as a sensor network gateway and controller. All the logic is inside
the booted Linux mentioned before, which is booted from an USB stick or a SDCard
attached to the SBC and which is configured and runs software specifically developed
and customized for the Capoh Base Station. We will focus on this matter -the ”core
components” of the base station- which we refer as MicroServer, in the next section.
If we now move to the implementation deployed in Zackenberg, provided that the
base station is located in the shore, environmental exposure has to be considered as
something to take into account. Indeed, it is one of the main drawbacks of this design.
Without the water’s protection and insulation against the extreme weather conditions
and wildlife typical from this area, the base station must be isolated. In order to protect
the batteries and electronics from decreasing discharge capacity and damages, respectively; they have been placed inside a waterproof flight case with 10-centimeter-thick
insulation, which, at the same time is surrounded by large rocks and painted in white to
minimize heat radiation. Besides, the power subsystem has been calibrated to operate
autonomously during the winter, with recharge cycles in the summer season, making
use of a solar panel as an energy harvesting system; which is widely used for this matter
in the region [18] over wind power, which has proved to provide less average energy.
For the purpose of feeding the PCS, 6-volt Exide batteries [20] have been used, due to
its good response at low temperatures - they maintain high capacity (a nominal 240
Ampere hours) - even throughout long discharge cycles.
The solar panel, which is placed on top of a 2.5m pole -protecting it from curious
animals, snow and debris- is controlled by the MicroServer through an electric motor.
So, the panel’s angle can be changed, orientating it to a horizontal position in summer
and reducing the cross section in the winter season, when the strongest winds occur, and
therefore preserving it from potential damages. Furthermore, the pole is also used to
place three antennas (Wi-Fi, Sensor Network and GPS) so as they are out of the range
of environmental dangers as it was done with the solar panel.
In order to receive the measurements taken by the sensor nodes, it is needed for
the base station to have a radio-based short-range communication device supporting
802.15.4. In our case, it is a Telos mote running a blip-based application [35] called
IPBaseStation, which allow us to connect several motes to it and open a communication
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tunnel we can control by developing the application that is to be running on the other
side - explained before under the Capoh Buoy section. It is actually one of the final
goals of the MANA project to have complete knowledge of all the hardware and software
conforming the system by developing our own applications, specifically designed and implemented for a given component. In this way, all the contributions to this projects are
related to standardized the protocols and the applications in the MicroServer and the
Buoy, making it easier to include new features and guaranteeing MANA’s evolution.
Finally, and regarding the physical part of the Buoy - Base Station communication,
it is worth mentioning the use of an omnidirectional antenna on the buoy’s side and
a directional antenna on the base station’s, owing to the fact that tests made with
omnidirectional antennas in both side were not satisfactory. This decision was based
on testing different antennas and by consulting wireless setups for remote and rural
networks [21], given that no information is available concerning wireless communication
in the arctic.

4

MicroServer

Rob Fatland’s Vexcel MicroServer [17] is the base in top of which the ”brain” of the
Capoh Base Station is built up. It consists in a waterproof flight case containing a
single-board computer (SBC) - where we attach the booting devices (USB and SDCard)
and a Telos mote we will describe later- a Power Conditioning Subsystem (PCS), GPS,
a solar panel charger controller and an amplified Wi-Fi, as well as a voltage regulator
providing 12V to the PCS and 4 batteries (between 3 and 6 volts) acting as a internal
battery, for it to be autonomous during discharge periods (See Figure 3). From now on
we will refer to MicroServer as the MicroServer present in the Capoh Base Station and
that is being described in this section, including the add-ons and modifications made to
the original Vexcel MicroServer.
As it was briefly mentioned before, the main part of the Microserver is the combination between the SBC and the PCS. The SBC contains all the logic regarding the
data processing and communication under a Linux environment, which we know and
control. Mainly, the advantage of this architecture is the synergy between the PCS and
the SBC, making the two boards working as one by means of a communication interface that allows us to command the PCS’s MicroController and therefore, not only to
schedule the SBC’s power state, but also the rest of the peripherals present in the base
station - GPS, solar panel charger and amplified Wi-Fi- and even its own shutdowns
and reboots. This leads to a very efficient power consumption usage, on the grounds
that the different components present inside the MicroServer are powered up only when
needed and remain powered down the rest of the time. By taking advantage of the
17
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Figure 3: Schematics for the Capoh Base Station’s MicroServer
communication protocol between the SBC and the PCS the whole system works as an
entity. Figures 4 and 5 show the components of the PCS and the SBC (TS-7260),
where the main ones are highlighted and can act as a reference for the whole document.
In order to boot the linux running in the SBC, we count on two booting devices, an
USB stick and a SDCard. There is thereby, redundancy in what booting refers, and in
this way, if one of the booting devices fail, we count on an extra one we can make use of.
The strategy applied is to first try the USB stick as a primary booting device by running
e2fsck and, in case of failure, the SDCard acts as secondary option. Nevertheless, the
chip controlling the SDCard is not rated for minus degrees -in contrast to the USB chipso, even-tough a redundancy protocol is implemented, we still rely on the good behavior
of the USB stick as a booting device.
Considering that the SBC is subject to be powered up and down by the PCS depending on the acquired data, its amount and quality, we make use of the booting sequence
to run our scripts in the INIT process. In this way, it is the SBC the one that establishes
the drop-dead and sleep periods for the PCS, which corresponds to the amount of time
left for the PCS to power down the SBC and the amount of time that it is going to
take since it happens until it is going to be powered up again, respectively. Besides,
by checking the month and time of the day, the SBC decides which parameters in the
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Figure 4: TS-7260 picture where its most relevant components are highlighted [16]
Base Station must be modified, such as the solar panel inclination, the Wi-Fi amplifier
waking up, GPS synchronization and of course the Data Acquisition Engine (DAE),
which is the main part of the system and whose mission is to successfully acquire the
data recollected by the sensors in the buoy. As the DAE involves some complexity and
considering that an important part of the contributions presented in this Thesis have to
do with modifications in its kernel, we will carefully explain its behavior and components
in the next subsection.

4.1

DAE: Data Acquisition Engine

The DAE is the corner stone of the code running in the SBC. Even-tough it is the
PCS the one taking control of the whole system by means of controlling the power
consumption and therefore allowing the system to be autonomous during at least one
measurement season (winter), it is the DAE the application that collects the data and
analyzes it, representing the logic and abstractions that will result in a set of log files
containing the behavior of the motes in the Base Station and in the Buoy.
Basically, the DAE is coded in C++ and can be defined as a set of components
that works independently and communicate with each other using a clear interface.
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Figure 5: PCS picture where its most relevant components are highlighted
The DAE architecture that is presented now is the one that is currently running in
Greenland, which was conceived and developed for the Arch Rock motes -reason why
the components corresponding to the motes are prefixed by AR (See Figure 6).
This first version of the DAE is, as we have already pointed out, specially designed
for the Arch Rock motes, reason why they are based on Rosetta instead of 6LowPAN.
In this way, the way the data ends up in the MicroServed corresponds to the following
flow.
Data acquisition in the Capoh Buoy The Capoh Buoy is equipped with the already mentioned WQM sensors. This set of sensors, which act as small former-generation
data loggers, create a file with the measurements. These files are stored inside the WQM,
which uses the telosb mote as a gateway to communicate with the MicroServer. This
part of the data acquisition is beyond the scope of the DAE, on the grounds that it does
not trigger this process. However we include it here as a previous step to the DAE’s
operation in order to help its comprehension.
Creation of the Mote Network

The first step of the DAE is to create a mote

network by associating motes in the neighborhood. It is precisely here where Rosetta
plays a big role, owing to the fact that it provides IP discovery and allows to download
the routing table. One of the drawbacks of this design is that we have to know beforehand
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Figure 6: Version of DAE deployed in Zackenberg based on Rosetta
the MAC address of the motes that are going to provide the measurements. This implies
making modifications in the code when a new mote is added to the network, which is
not always possible specially in the field, due to LCD screen congelation, hardware
malfunctioning, etc [10].
Creation of WQM Motes

Once we have the Mote Network defined, we have to

establish a communication with each of the motes in the field. In order to do this, an
IPv4 TCP connection is opened. In case the connection establishment fails, Rosetta
is restarted. This stands out another drawback of using this protocol, which is that
we have to take care that the motes are connected to the base station, and we have
to manually -in an upper layer- do the checking and retry. As we can see in Figure
6, the application design follows a layered paradigm, so in this case, we make use of
ARMoteSocket in order to make the necessary operations. This good design allowed
us to make several improvements in the DAE -presented in the Contributions section-,
maintaining the upper layers and therefore the interface with the MicroServer.
Collecting the data

Providing that we successfully established a connection with a

mote, the next step is to ask for the data that has been collected by the WQM. For
this, we take advantage of the interface provided by WQM, which is basically a set of
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commands the WQM understands, and answer to if it is the case. One of this commands
-apart from many others that are necessary to initiate the communication before reaching
this point, but unimportant for the understanding of the DAE’s operation- triggers the
data dumping over the telosb mote. It is worth mentioning that in order to send the
commands to the WQM it was needed to develop a TinyOS application named RFSerial
-which we will dissect and explain in the Contributions section- whose task is to allow
serial communication over 802.15.4 between the Base Station and the Buoy’s mote,
allowing to send strings from one to the other. Using this same protocol, the WQM
sends the collected data to the Base Station, regardless of its completion or validity.
Data verification When the data is already present in the MicroServer, it is restructured and converted to a WQMData object, making use of IEEE’s CRC32 in order to
provide verification of the data received. Nonetheless, two additional verification layers
are present in the model; a Value check and a Time check, so that the data collected is
more valuable for scientists and biologists. The Value check involves a set of calculations
such us checking of data points, standard deviation or threshold. Besides, a Time check
is also implemented. This corresponds to add additional information concerning when
the data was gathered, giving it more or less weight depending on its ”age”. It is also
worth mentioning that this prevent us from timing errors such as a real time clock malfunctioning providing data from the future for instance. This is the starting point for
an adaptive new generation data-logger if we consider that this validations will lead to
an automatic adjustment of the data acquisition scheduling, by means of increasing the
measurements if the data is variates or differs from what it was expected, and decreasing
them when it is in line with what the results are supposed to be. In this way the value of
the measurements would dramatically increase on the grounds that they would capture
all kind of unexpected or external behavior.
Storage Level Regardless of the result of the validation process, the data is stored in
files, organized by the date and time the data reached the MicroServer. This component
is designed to fit with the redundancy level we exposed before, so the data is dumped
both in the USB and the SDCard -provided that the SDCard controller survives minus
degrees. Once more, give the layered design of the DAE, should we want to modify the
storage or implement additional features, the changes to be made are minimum, as long
as we keep the interfaces.
Log Level

Last but not least, a log level is included in order to keep track of the

DAE’s behavior. This level allows to trace possible errors, and most of the times, verify
that the data we have collected is correct on the grounds that is passed all the checking
and filters. We can therefore say that, even-though the Log level takes note of every
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action carried out by the DAE, it is very close to the Storage level, on the grounds that
when analyzed together, it is immediate to determine whether a concrete data file is
correct and has been successfully validated or not.
The DAE is one of the components that suffered from more modifications as contributions throughout the add-ons stage of this Thesis. All the pertinent explanations
are gathered in the Contributions section, nonetheless we believe it is worth standing
out the importance of this component as well as the repercussions of its alteration when
seeking for improvements in the Capoh System.

4.2

Modifications in the MicroServer

Besides the differences we have been pointing out above, from the original Vexcel Microserver, our Microserver’s software, architecture and hardware composition remains
some differences that are worth mentioning. This differences are ought to the different
purpose that each Microserver pursue, and are the following.
- Communication cables between the SBC and PCS
- Software inside the SBC
- Wifi radio and amplifier
- Motorized solar panel
We are about to describe each of these points, which are notes that can be seen as
a supplement to the documentations of both, Rob Fatland’s Seamonster-Microserver’s
wiki [17] and the SBC(TS-7260)’s hardware documentarion [16]
Communication between the SBC(TS-7260) and the PCS

In the original con-

figuration described in the Seamoster Wiki, the communication between the TS-7260
and the PCS relies in two different sets of ports (See Figure 7).
- SBC-to-PCS by making use of PORTB and DIO1 respectively
- PCS-to-SBC by making use of PORTB and LCD respectively
Nonetheless, ought to a bug in the SDCard module used on the Linux 2.6 kernel currently running in the TS-7260, the use of the DIO1 port is not possible due to a memory
conflict preventing to actuate the IO pins. In order to bypass this communication issue,
we make use of four additional pins in the LCD port, so that this port allows us to
establish communication in both ways; being lcd bits 0-3 on the LCD used as output
PORTB and lcd bits 4-7 as input PORTC. A custom cable is therefore necessary to
connect the LCD port to the PCS. Figure 8 provide the schematics to create this cable.
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Figure 7: PCS functional Schematics
Software inside the SBC

As mentioned above, the software running in the SBC

differs from the one in the original configuration. Our Microserver, running Debian
Lenny 2.6 kernel, contains a set of scripts and a set of C/C++ pieces of code that allow
us to take full control of the Microserver functioning. We can divide the code in the
following categories.
- The set of utilities ucInterface lcd, bc lcd, resetport lcd and safeoff lcd that enables
communication with the PCB through the LCD port in order to actuate the power
ports and safely power down Linux. It is worth standing out ucInterface lcd which
is a slightly different version of the original ucInterface C application -in order to
actuate in the LCD port for both ways of communication-, which provides an
interface to communicate with the PCS and control its operation.
- The ucSetup C++ program that provides an additional abstraction level and,
using the previous utilities, sets the sleep intervals matching specific wake up
times during the day.
- The peekpoke toolset which lets us peek and poke the TS-7260’s RAM. These
utilities can be used to read the internal temperature sensor and control the power
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Figure 8: Schematics to make the custom cable connection the SBC and the PCS
lines to the USB and LCD port. In case it is needed to duty cycle a mote, a
modified USB cable with the power lines connected to the LCD power port is
needed.
- The DAE, which has been already described in the previous version and will be
mentioned again in the Contribution section due to its importance.
WiFi radio and amplifier For the WiFi, instead of the Linksys router and external
amplifier, the Ubiquiti PowerStation2 has been chosen due to its superiors specifications.
- 26 dbm(power ratio in decibels) transmit power
- -97 dbm receive sensitivity
- -40C - 85C operating rate
The PowerStation2 is powered by the ethernet cable, hence a custom ethernet cable
providing power injection is necessary in order to power it from the PCS board.
Motorized solar panel The solar panel is used in the original Microserver’s configuration in order to provide energy harvesting. As the region in which the Capoh System
is deployed is popular for its high wind speed, an electric motor has been attached to
the solar panel so that, applying power from the PCS board, it is possible to raise it
from or lower it to a horizontal position. The motor is fed by the solar panel itself,
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which is automatically raised to a vertical position depending on the month of the year
and hour of the day, seeking for enough sunlight to be present at the same time that it
is being protected from the extreme weather conditions when it is not worth it to keep
it in vertical position.

5

Wi-Fi Communication

When establishing the requirements for the MANA project in its very beginnings, sending the collected data from the Base Station to a server by means of 802.11 was already
a main point. The reason for this was to take data collection to the next level, making
it possible for scientists and biologists to analyze and make calculations with fresh and
completely updated data.
Even-though this idea did not end up being completely implemented when the system
was deployed, some studies regarding the viability of using this technology in Greenland
were made. Considering that a part of our contributions -which are to be discussed in
the next section- is related to the Wi-Fi Communication, here we will depict the conclusions that were reached in this study, as well as its repercussion in the system.
As making tests in the deployment area is unthinkable, a simulation software called
Radio Mobile [34] was used. It simulates RF propagation based on the Irregular Terrain
Model (ITM) [27], and therefore, by combining elevation and terrain maps with radio and antenna characteristics, radio coverage maps and link quality can be estimated.
The figures above - 9 and 10 - represent the Zackenberg area in terms of this technology.
In order to calculate elevation data, the official website and documentation describe
the process. Nonetheless, the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) [3] maps
(which are indeed the most available) are neither accurate nor of very high resolution,
on the grounds that they are partitioned in tiles, each covering a 1x1 area (coordinate
system), containing either 1201x1201 or 3601x3601 pixels.
We can make use of this information when using Radio Mobile, as it is meant to read
high-resolution elevation maps in ESRI BIL format. Taking into account that the most
Geographic Information System (GIS) [2] maps use a projected coordinate system, they
have to be converted first. Two applications are used when analyzing this information.
Quantum GIS [28] is an useful application that help us visualizing elevation maps and
other geographic information, and the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL)
Utilities [?] support multiple GIS formats and can be used to manipulate elevation data
maps. The following four figures - 11, 12, 13 and 14 - show the result of using this
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Figure 9: Coverage Map. Estimated signal strength from AP originating from the
Zackenberg station

Figure 10: Link estimate between Zackenberg station and BaseStation at lake
set of tools.
Please not that the information and figures regarding this section correspond to the
work carried out by Marcus Chang under the supervision of associate professor at ITU of
Copenhagen Philippe Bonnet, which can be found in the Efficient Computation internal
wiki [8].

Part II

Contribution
In this section of the document we will go through the main contributions made in the
MANA project. Although the goal of this Thesis was the construction of a replica of the
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Figure 11: Original SRTM elevation map of the Zackenberg valley

Figure 12: DMU [1] high-resolution terrain map converted to the ESRI BIL format
Capoh System, we also worked in the improvement of some of the components inside
the system. In this way, we can say we analyzed the work done previously and started
using the testbed so that it is possible to decide, in a controlled environment, whether
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Figure 13: DMU [1] high-resolution terrain map, in the UMT projected coordinate
system (9000x7200 pixels)

Figure 14: DMU [1] terrain map converted to geographical coodinates and overlaid the
corresponding SRTM tile. The converted map consists of 11421x2454 pixels
this modifications are to be taken to the deployed system in Greenland or not.
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Construction of the Replica

In this subsection we will describe all the steps that have to be followed in order to
obtain a working Capoh Architecture, both the Capoh Base and the Buoy. Apart from
the problems we faced and the drawbacks we solved when building the replica, we will
also go through some modifications that improved the system, resulting in a complete
renewed version of MANA. The main contributions, corresponding to the adaptation
of the DAE to 6LowPAN and the Serial Communication will be described in different
subsections given their magnitude and importance.

6.1

MicroServer Configuration

The first step in the development of the Capoh System is the construction of the the
Capoh Base Station and the Capoh Buoy. Throughout this Thesis we focused on the
Base Station side, and the communications protocols that allow data transmission between the two edges, on the grounds that the Buoy is a very thin client without any more
logic than the one provided by WQM inside the sensors. Besides, these sensors are very
expensive (approximately 20,000 $) and even-though it is planned to buy them in order
to make all the necessary tests in the Replica, this side is beyond the scope of this paper.
In order to build the Capoh Base Station we first have to follow the instructions
regarding the Vexcel MicroServer [17], ought to its similarity and the fact that it is the
starting point for our add-ons.
As the hardware components are the same as the Capoh System’s previous version
(the current system in Greenland) the assembly of the Vexcel MicroServer’s Box and
the modifications that lead to our system are already stated under the MicroServer
subsection (Background). Nonetheless, as we had to start the replica from scratch and
considering that it was indeed the base for the rest of the development and contributions, we consider it is important to mention it here, specially if we want to clearly
establish a chronological order in the development of this project. Figure 15 shows the
current aspect of the MicroServer, after finishing the construction of the replica and
its modifications (most of them cannot be notice in the picture as they are software),
nonetheless it can give an idea of how things have been done by taking a look at the
obtained results.

6.2

Setting Up the System

Once the hardware is ready, we have to focus in starting up the system and get it ready
so that we can start developing our applications. The TS-7260 (SBC) counts on two
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Figure 15: Picture of the actual MicroServer we have been working with
main com ports: ttyAM0 (next to USB port) and ttyAM1(labeled COM2) . Besides,
jumper JP4 controls which COM port is used as the default console: COM1 when JP4
is disabled and COM2 when enabled. (Please refer to Figure 4 ).
Should we want to log into Linux we would have to enable wireless access to the
MicroServer by configuring the Wi-Fi bridge [17], however, the first time, before we
can do that, it is necessary to connect to one of the COM ports, which might have an
application listening to it such as screen or getty - or something similar. (Please refer to
the Linux manuals in order to get usage information of these commands). Conversely,
if the COM port is to be used for something else, e.g., GPS module, the the listening
application must be disabled. We take a look at /etc/ inittab, then we should see lines
similar to:
- T0:23:respawn:/sbin/getty -L ttyAM0 115200 vt100
After connecting for the first time, if we enable the mentioned wireless communication, we could establish a SSH connection to the MicroServer, making it easier to work
with it.
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As we want to run our own Linux -we mentioned it under the MicroServer subsection
(Background)- Debian 5 (Lenny), running Kernel version 2.6.21. The Kernel can be
uploaded and stored in the internal FLASH as described in the Linux for ARM manual
[15] . The execution line should be similar to (Please note that the rootdelay variable is
to ensure the USB has enough time to settle and be detected properly):
- exec -c ”console=ttyAM0,115200 root=/dev/sda1 secondary=/dev/tssdcarda1 init
=/sbin/init rootdelay=6”
Last but not least, we are going to make some comments on the Memory Technology
Device (MTD) support. In order to use the remaining internal FLASH on the TS-7260
as a block device, MTD support must be enabled in the Kernel, where a static table
representing the memory layout pointing to a RAM disk imagine will be already stored.
- In Redboot (in the TS-7260 FLASH), we can see the content of FLASH by using
fis list
Name
(reserved)
RedBoot
ramdisk
zImage
FIS directory
RedBoot config

FLASH addr
0x60000000
0x61D04000
0x61D44000
0x61DE4000
0x61FFC000
0x61FFF000

Mem addr
0x60000000
0x61D04000
0x00600000
0x00218000
0x61FFC000
0x61FFF000

Lenght
0x01D04000
0x00040000
0x000C0000
0x001C4000
0x00003000
0x00001000

Entry Point
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00600000
0x00218000
0x00000000
0x00000000

Table 1: FLASH content in TS-7260 (SBC)

- In Linux-2.6.21-ts/drivers/mtd/nand/ts7250.c, define RAM disk. Note the corresponding offset and size.
static struct mtd partition partition info32[] = {
{
.name = ”RAM Disk Ext2”,
.offset = 0x01D44000,
.size = 0x000C0000,
},
};

- Create RAM disk example:
dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/ram0 bs=1k count=768
mke2fs -vm0 /dev/ram0 768
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mount -t ext2 /dev/ram0 /mnt/initrd
cp -av RAM DISK FOLDER/* /mnt/initrd
umount /mnt/initrd
dd if=/dev/ram0 of=ramdisk bs=1k count=768

Please note that some of the information regarding the MTD has been obtained from
MANA’s first version wiki [8] ,which belongs to the Efficient Computation department
at ITU (This Thesis has been developed in this department).
After setting up the system and configure the SBC, we are ready to upload to it
our code and contributions, building on top of Debian 5 and the applications provided
with Rob Fatland’s MicroServer. The rest of this contributions section is dedicated to
depict and explain all the applications we have developed and the modifications we have
carried our for MANA’s next generation.

6.3

Code inside the SBC

Notwithstanding, the operation in the SBC involves a great deal of software, most
of which had to be adapted and re-factored; not to mention the new pieces of code
completing the Microserver’s functionality. As it has been described before, the heavy
contributions count on their on subsections, so here we are going to describe the code
and application that, even when not involving too much complexity, are crucial for the
correct operation of the system.
As the code that is to be run in the SBC has to match the its architecture (ARM)
and considering that most of the features are not coded in scripts -which natively run
in Linux regardless of the architecture- we need to cross-compile all our applications for
the ARM architecture. The first decision to be made is which cross-compiler we are
going to use, specially when we realize that most of them are very old, which implies
the use of old libraries that might have been updated through time, and therefore not
available anymore in our environment. After taking a deep look to all the possibilities,
we decided to make use of the Code Sourcery G++ cross-compiler [31] and install a
virtual machine running an old Linux version, so that the needed libraries matched the
ones in our development platform without any further changes -at least in theory. When
using a cross-compiler, we always have to specify the matching architecture and a set of
flags that make the code more efficient for a given environment. For this concrete crosscompiler, we will have something similar to what we present here (take into account
that the routes given might change, as well as the flags, depending on the requirements
of the system we are running).
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- Use prefix when compiling, e.g, –host=/opt/arm-2010q1/bin/arm-none-linux-gnueabig++
- Use compile fags to match TS7260 ARM architecture: -march=armv4 -mtune=arm9tdmi
-g -Wall
It is worth mentioning that all the code that is to be run in the SBC must be crosscompiled. This might lead to some unwanted situations due to specific libraries used
when coding in C++ as it is the case. In this case, instead of installing old versions of a
specific library in our system -which could imply some kind of incompatibilities- we can
always manually link the library in the Makefile and make a symbolic link in the Linux
that is going to run the code. We had to apply this technique for an specific application
throughout the re-factoring process, obtaining a successful result.
Throughout the brief explanation of how the MicroServer had been modified in order
to become the Capoh Base Station, we mentioned the software responsible for the SCB
and PCS communication as well as a set of scripts included in the INIT sequence that
allowed us to take control of the powering up and shutting down of hardware components,
and triggering applications when needed. Now we are going to describe this pieces of
code one by one and point out the improvements they have been subjected to.
Communication between the SBC and the PCS If we remember, it was the
synergy between the SBC and the PCS that provided a great value to this system. The
PCS, in charge of the power control, lacks of enough logic to be programmed, but it
counts on a well-known interface that can be used in order to operate it. As we have
been doing with every component of the Capoh System, we take advantage of a layered design. Thus next versions of the system -which most times is related to hardware
modifications or updates- would only mean dealing with the lower layers, keeping the
interfaces and therefore making it easier for the system to evolve.
The lower level in this case, is provided in the original Rob Fatland’s Vexcel MicroServer, and it is a C interface called ucInterface. This application let us send coded
commands for the PCS to perform, being the structure of the messages ucinterface
<type><data>. Basically, it allows three types of commands which can be divided
into:
- Querying the PCS about the power condition of a given pin. This is hardware
checking.
- Querying the PCS about the condition of a given variable. This is state (software)
checking.
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- Setting of variable to a specific value. This leads to a state change (software), a
pin power change (hardware) or both.
The design of the ucInterface is very simple and easily understandable, specially if
we consider the great deal of documentation provided in Rob Fatland’s wiki [17]. Taking
advantage of this, and due to the already explained bug in the Linux version running in
the SBC that prevented us from acting into the I/O pins -which led to the fabrication
of a custom cable; we had to make some changes in the ucInterface. In the original
ucInterface, there are two functions SetPORTB and ReadPORTC -named according to
the PCS nomenclature- which represent the SBC-to-uc and uc-to-SBC communication
respectively by means of the LCD and DIO1 ports in the SBC. Nonetheless, in our ucInterface -which we named ucInterface lcd standing out the use the LCD port for both
communications- the code for this operations has been modified so that we only use the
LCD register when sending and receiving data. As explained before, this goes together
with the custom cable we described under the MicroServer subsection (Background).
As we don not want the whole design of our system to rely on the use of an interface
provided by the creator of the PCS and therefore specific for it, on top of it, a higher
level C++ interface called MicroController.cpp was implemented in the first version of
MANA for it to be used by the SBC. This interface is, at the same time, used by a C++
application (ucSetup.cpp) that establishes the sleeping periods and drop-dead for the
PCS. There is an additional part of the application related to log all the relevant events
occurring when executing it, under the name of Log.cpp. All this conforms the ucSetup,
which is indeed -by making use of the ucInterface lcd- the corner stone of the communication protocol between the SBC and the PCS. Please note the use of uc as a prefix for
naming the components of the system concerning direct operation of the Microcontroller.
There is still an additional component that is worth mentioning and that is also
provided by Rob Fatland as part of the original MicroServer. The safeoff application,
which we renamed safeoff lcd -as we did with the ucInterface in order to stand out
the use of the SBC’s LCD port for both input and output communication- provides a
graceful shutdown of the Linux inside the SBC before the PCS powers it off. This is
very important on the grounds that we are dealing with an autonomous system that has
to be working on its own for a long period, without any possible human supervision.
This set of utilities facilitates the communication and fortify the mentioned synergy
between the SBC and PCS; providing a small framework that will help us to successfully
accomplish the data acquisition process, which is the final goal of the MANA project.
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Scripts in the INIT sequence Now that we count on a set of tools we can easily
make use of, we need a top level set of applications to handle them. Considering that
we are working under a Linux environment, for this purpose, a group of scripts were
coded, making it very easy for the system to be maintainable and improved on. These
scripts not only are in charge of setting environment variables or modifying parameters,
but indeed, are the ones that launch very important components such as the ucSetup
or the DAE, at the same time that they maintain their own log files so that a complete
trace can be done when analyzing the behavior of the MicroServer. As the system is to
be working autonomously, these scripts are placed as part of the INIT sequence so that
every time the Linux inside the SBC is started up -which we have under control thanks
to the PCS- we can decide which actions are to be taken based on some parameters such
as season of the year, date or even past measurements. (The last one is not implemented
yet, but it is being considered so that the measurements can be provided by an adaptive
data acquisition process).
The first and most important script is the one called sbc-setup.sh which is in charge
of the following tasks:
- Start the log files related to the powering up of the SBC on grounds that it is the
script that triggers most of the crucial applications concerning the data acquisition.
- Set the drop-dead and sleeping periods by using the ucSetup interface. These
parameters are now static in the script, nonetheless we plan to make them dynamic,
seeking for the already mentioned adaptive DAE.
- Turn on the Wi-Fi amplifier providing that we are in the correct season and time.
- Turn up and down the solar panel -in order to protect it from extreme weather
conditions- by actuating in the motor that controls it. This feature also depends
on the date (month and day) so different actions are taken each time the script is
executed.
- Set system clock from a real time clock (RTC).
- Run GPS, once again based on the day.
- Start the DAE: which will be explained in the next subsection.
- Shutdown Linux gracefully when PCS signals it.
An additional script, sbc-cleanup.sh is very close to the sbc-setup.sh and completes
its functionality by adding information in the log files such as the date and the beginning
of a new section in it. In this way we can trace down if a part of the sbc-setup.sh was
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meant to be executed but some kind of inconvenience occurred, preventing a clean and
successful execution.
Even-though the already mentioned scripts are the most important, there are also
two more scripts, usb-cleanup.sh and usb-setup.sh that, following the same structure
as the previous ones, keep track of the actions made in a different set of log files when
mounting primary and secondary storage in order to take advantage of the redundancy
provided by the use of a USB and a SDCard as booting and storage devices.
So as to complete this part of the documentation, we believe it is important to
mention that, to execute a script in the INIT sequence, we have to place it in the etc/
init.d directory and then indicate in which part of the sequence (and order) we want to
execute them by means of a symbolic link in /etc/ rc*, in this case we execute them in
the third INIT level, /etc/ rc2. Although we can directly place the script in the init.d
directory, we decided to place an additional script that executes the one we want to
-which is located in our home directory- so that it is more maintainable. in this way, all
the scripts are placed under the same directory and therefore, it is more easy to see the
whole picture and understand the functionality we are providing, not to mention the
pros when making modifications.
Support code for the DAE

As we are about to explain in the following subsection,

the DAE is one of the most complex parts of the Capoh Architecture, and so, probably
the biggest contribution of this Thesis (next to the Serial Communication and baud-rate
improvement). However, as it has to be launched in an specific moment, we count on
an additional script that not only triggers the DAE, but also logs it so that, once more,
we can trace down unexpected problems in case they occur. The whole initialization
process of the DAE is explained below, owing to the fact that it goes through several
stages in order to add more robustness and reliability to the system.

6.4

Conclusion

The construction of the replica, even when the very first step if with think in contribution terms, is indeed one of the most important. Starting with Rob Fatland’s Vexcel
MicroServer original configuration, where we realize the importance of the synergy between the PCS and the SBC. Then, setting up the system and make it work, modifying
its behavior to fit our requirements. And finally writing the code inside the SBC, including the scripts in the INIT sequence. All this process, in conjunction with the hardware
parts we had to assembly and connect making our own cables, conforms the base for the
rest of the development. Knowing what is in Greenland and being able to understand,
document and reproduce it, has given us a perfect idea of how things work together,
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which are the strong points and the ones to be stand out when presenting it, and, much
more important, which are the drawbacks. Being conscious of the weak points of a system that is meant to be autonomous increases the value of its operation, on the grounds
that redesigning some parts as a natural evolution of the system is at least easiest than
when starting from scratch. What is more, counting on a system that accomplishes the
basic requirements, allows us to test new features and add-ons, which points out the
testbed nature of the replica, as it was conceived for.

7

DAE adaptation to 6LowPAN

The biggest contribution made to the MANA project in relation to the Capoh System
is precisely inside the DAE, which is -as stated in its name- the engine that allows a
reliable data acquisition. As described in the MiscroServer subsection, MANA’s first
version counted on a DAE specifically designed for the Arch Rock motes and their protocols. However, as this motes are no longer being produced and considering that the
aim of the MANA project in its evolution is to move from a tight and restricted set
of specifications -product of working with third part components- to an open, standardized system; it became a priority to modify the most important components as it
is the DAE to open protocols. With this new paradigm in mind, and taking under
consideration the evolution in which concerns 802.15.4 communication inside TinyOS
2.x, we decided to make the DAE working under 6LowPAN and avoid the use of Rosetta.
As we did with the first presentation of the DAE, we will describe each of its components one by one, stating the modifications that led to the current version. In the
following schema (Figure 16) we can see the whole picture of the components conforming the DAE as well as their dependencies. Please note that given the layered design of
the DAE’s first version, the components are going to remain very similar, keeping the
interfaces and the contracts, even-tough their implementation and the protocols used
are completely different in most of the cases, especially in the lower layers.
As we can see in the Figure 16, a qualitative change concerning the mote’s network
has been carried out in order to adapt the DAE to 6LowPAN. We will go through each of
the modified components, in order to understand the new DAE’s behavior and the way
the new network is created, taking advantage of the features included in the Blip based
protocol we are using now. As the modifications are taking place in the MicroServer
side -where the DAE is located- the data acquisition remains exactly the same, being
the new version of RFSerial -which will be explained in the following subsections- the
one running in the mote place at the Buoy.
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Figure 16: Current version of DAE, based on 6LowPAN

7.1

IPBaseStation & ip-driver

The most significant change of the new DAE is related to the way the mote network is
created. If we remember, the Rosetta based network involved looking for specific motes,
by means of their MAC address; making it necessary to manually create the network
in a higher abstraction level. However, if we use the Blip based IPBaseStation as the
Base Station mote, located in the MicroServer side, then we can take advantage of the
low-power listening feature of TinyOS -which has to be activated in the motes at the
Buoy in compilation time- so that the network is automatically created. In order to
achiever this, the IPBaseStation is started by an application called ip-driver -previously
cross-compiled in order to work under Debian Lenny in the SBC’s ARM architecturewhich sends a signal to all the motes in the field that counts on low-power listening,
broadcasting that they should wake up. Once the motes are awake they connect to
the Base Station using 6LowPAN as communication protocol, thus creating the mote
network in an easy and maintainable way [32].
Even-though the current system only counts on one Buoy, which implies that the
network is going to be formed by only one mote connected to the Base Station, we made
some modification in the original DAE’s design so that the adding of more motes would
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be transparent to the system. As the motes are connecting to the Base Station once
they are waken up, and although there is a time window for them to connect to the
Base Station, we do not know in advance when the connection is going to occur. In this
way, the first modification takes place in the ip-driver, on the grounds that when the
first mote is connected to the network, the DAE’s launching class is triggered and the
data acquisition begins. In the meanwhile -we gather information one by one mote and
it takes some time- other motes might connect to the network, signaling it to the DAE
so that it is aware of its existence. Additionally a 60 seconds time window is opened in
the moment the last set of measurements is collected, in order to allow ”lazy” motes to
successfully dispatch their data.
The current implementation allows the connection the Base Station of any mote
running a Blip compatible application with low-power listening activated -always that
there is no ID collision when being identified by IPBaseStation. The approach we took
in order to make it possible to signal the connection of a new mote to the network
(remember that the connection of new motes is transparent due to the use of ip-driver ),
was to create a set of temporal files whose name is precisely the IPv6 address of the
new mote. This involved to make an additional modification to the ip-driver signaling
a new connection by ”touching” a file in a known directory the DAE is aware of.
In terms of deployment, this design means that no further modifications are needed in
the MicroServer and just activating a new mote running RFSerial (low-power listening
activated) the Base Station will wake it up and collect the data it is storing. This
approach is suitable for Greenland, on the grounds that no other new generation data
loggers are being used in the zone. Nonetheless, if it would be the case that the Capoh
System had to be operative in the same range as other Blip based data loggers, the
implementation of a filter (i.e., allowing only motes in a concrete and specific range
of ID’s) or even restricting connections by means of the recognition of some specific
commands sent over the serial port (RFSerial) would be immediate, preserving all the
advantages of this new design.

7.2

WQM Motes’ generation

As it was being done in the DAE’s first version, each mote is treated as a WQM gateway
to send the gathered data over 802.15.4. Considering the new network creation, now
the MoteIPSerial is created independently for each mote, on the grounds that the DAE
acquires data from each mote one by one, so there is no need to keep track of how
many motes are being part of the network. This is a qualitative step forward, specially
when we consider the possibility of a ”lazy” mote, that is not detected in the first place,
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but still has the chance to connect to the Base Station while collecting data from other
motes; and therefore send the data collected by the sensors. What is more, 6LowPAN
uses IPv6 in other to transmit data over a TCP tunnel, which involved modifying the
MoteSocket layer, adapting it to the new protocol’s requirements. Once more, the layered design of the DAE, allows this modifications to have minimum impact when keeping
the interfaces, making it easier to understand and completely transparent to higher level
applications.
The rest of the components in the DAE, which includes the WQMData, the Value
and Time check and the Storage and Log level -which were already explained in the
DAE’s first version- only had to be slightly adapted to the new design, owing to the fact
that we kept the abstractions concerning the data coming from the WQM sensors.

7.3

Conclusion

The DAE adaptation to 6LowPAN is indeed the most important contribution to this
project. The fact that the DAE was working under Rosetta implied that it was only
meant to be used with a very specific type of motes (Arch Rock), preventing the system
to evolve to new, more standard technologies.
Furthermore, the trivial add-ons using 6LowPAN implies, such us connecting several
client motes to the Base Station in a transparent way, or monitoring the status of a
connection by means of the ip-driver features, makes it much easier for us to rely on
a stable communication layer, having more time and resources to be spent in further
improvements of other parts of the system.
Last but not least, as Blip is now emerging, and new versions of both IPBaseStation
and ip-driver are to be released, our system is suddenly being updated and improved by
third parts, and is ready to make use of the new functionalities that are incorporated to
6LowPAN in the future.

8

Serial Communication

The objective of the Capoh System is to gather measurements concerning limnic parameters inside the two lakes in Zackenberg. As it was explained under The Capoh
Architecture section, the way to do this is to divide the system into a buoy and a base
station and therefore we explained the blip-based protocol used to transfer the collected
data, composed by RF-Serial -buoy side- and IPBaseStation -base station side. Here
we focus in this communication protocol.
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The main disadvantages of using RF-Serial in combination with the modified TinyOS branch are twofolds. First, it introduces a limitation in terms of baud-rate (19200
bps). Second, we observed it causes a phenomenon called data-loss. This means that,
when sending a string of data, random bytes are lost in the transmission, which implies
that the receiver will not get the entire message. As we do not know which bytes are
going to be dropped, the sent message might involved corrupted data. It is worth mentioning that RFSerial was designed to work with bytes as atomic unit, so, even-though
data-loss is highly unwanted, the whole message will not be invalid when part of the
information is not reaching the other edge. The reason for this data-loss is because the
original TinyOS brach results in periodic data loss over the serial connection, on the
grounds that the UART was designed be available every 0.07 ms in order to sustain
a 115200 baud-rate -the standard used in TinyOS and the expected for our RFSerial
application. Nonetheless, TinyOS was never meant to offer any Real-Time communication, which implies that in its original form it blocks when a connection is stablished for
a long time.
So as to avoid this problems, the MANA group made some modifications in the
original TinyOS that allowed to maintain a long-term communication to the detriment
of baud data rate - currently 19200 bps in the system deployed in Zackenberg [8] . The
two most significant changes were:
- Disable DMA transfer of SPI data for both the FLASH and radio. Even-though
DMA is faster and more power efficient than the transmission of single bytes over
the SPI bus, the reason to do this is that the latter is interruptible.
- Reduce the amount of atomic statements. This technique has been used too in
order to improve the baud-rate from 19200 bps to the 115200 bps that were reached
and are going to be pointed out in this section.
RFSerial -developed by Marcus Chang and Philippe Bonnet at the IT University of
Copenhagen- allows one of several motes to connect to a blip based base station (IPBaseStation in this specific case) over a TCP tunnel and making use of the TinyOS’ TCP
stack (still in development). Once the connection has been established, the application
makes use of the UART to transmit strings from one side to the other. This feature
is used later to send commands/information from the Buoy to the Base Station and
vice-versa.
As for the implementation of RFSerial, TinyOS’ standards and recommendations
have been followed. In this way, we have two files: RFSerialC.nc and RFSerialP.nc,
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where the first one states the modules that are to be used in the second one, which
contains the actual code.

8.1

Methodology

Our first goal was to make the necessary changes to allow motes communicating at a
higher baud-rate -moving from 19200bps to 115200bps. The first step then was to understand the code behind the RFSerial application itself, as well as the modifications
suffered by the original TinyOS configuration. Considering the even-based architecture
underneath any TinyOS application, and the complications it implies when understanding all the dependencies involved, we decided to make a schema, standing out the main
collaborations among the modules participating in the communication between motes.
Taking into account the great deal of modules involved in RFSerial, our methodology
focused on reducing the logic in the algorithms to the minimum, as well as trying to
avoid the use of extra features that could interfere in the handling of important events
-such as the ones regarding data transmission- so that when increasing baud-rate, the
result would not lead to a directly proportional data loss. The best way to trace down all
the modules taking part in a specific application in TinyOS is to take a look to the autogenerated C files the TinyOS compiler uses before obtaining the machine code running
inside the motes. Hence, we started and incremental and iterative process, component
by component, so that unnecessary modules and pieces of code could be identified. The
following sections represent the components that were indeed preventing from a high
rate communication and enforcing data-loss.

8.2

Watchdog

So that the communication between the motes and the base could be controlled, a watchdog from EPFL SensorScope [30] was included in the RFSerial application. A watchdog
in this case, stands for a software component based on a timer that once initialized,
starts a countdown. When the timer reaches zero, an action is carried out -in our case,
the reboot of the motes when the serial communication is over. Besides, in the meantime, the watchdog can be touched, which implies that the countdown is re-initiated,
making the watchdog a controlling element that is able to trigger a specific action when
an event stops taking place.
The fact that we reboot motes periodically is a good idea indeed, however the price
of having a watchdog in order to trigger this action after finishing the serial communication is so expensive in terms of computation. Besides, as we want the client side to be
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as thin as possible -considering it is going to be located inside the Buoy- this approach
is not in the line of our design. For this reason, the first step we gave towards baud-rate
improvement was to deactivate the watchdog. he result was that the communication
tunnel was always opened, allowing us to send messages in both directions without worrying about timing.
Even-though the watchdog was disabled in order to improve the baud-rate by means
of avoiding event handling overwhelming, when integrating the motes in the system, we
found out a deadlock that prevented from a good operation of the DAE. It was precisely
the alteration of the watchdog that led us to solving the problem. This part of the
development is explained two sections below, so that a chronological evolution of the
system can be reflected in this paper.

8.3

Atomic Statements

Besides the Watchdog, code reorganization -specially parts concerning atomic statementsare to be taken under consideration. The first step consisted then in identifying the
procedures participating in the data transmission, as well as their dependencies (See
Figure 17).
Our efforts focused on unravel code related to these procedures so that we were able
to understand the path a byte was taking when being transmitted from one mote to the
other. We realized that when transferring data from the RAM buffer to the FLASH
buffer, the set of operations carrying out this task were not atomic, so when working at
a high rate, this non-atomicity caused some bits to be overwritten and therefore implying data loss. As we assumed, this modification led us to enforce data being appended
in the buffer at the same time that the pointer controlling it was being incremented;
preventing data loss. When testing the application at a baud-rate of 38400 bps, we
corroborated there was no data being dropped or not treated when transmitting large
amounts of information.
Nevertheless, as our goal was to achieve 115200 bps, and considering that further
study of the atomic statements did not seem to lead to any major change that could
have an impact in baud-rate improvement, we sought to a more systematic approach.
In this way we focused on the analysis of possible bottlenecks that could be affecting
data flow. Next section is dedicated to its study and includes the key that led to the
wanted baud-rate of 115200 bps we have been looking for.
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Figure 17: RFSerial’s communication dependencies

8.4

Analyzing Possible Bottlenecks

Before we start scrutinizing procedure by procedure, we will present some data structures and variables that are important in order to follow the following study and its
conclusions.
/* cyclic buffer for serial input */
uint8 t cyclicBuffer[STDIN BUFFER SIZE];
uint8 t * cyclicBufferhead;
uint8 t * cyclicBuffertail;
uint8 t * cyclicBufferend;
uint8 t * cyclicBufferstart;
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Where cyclicBuffer is the input buffer, cyclicBufferstart and cyclicBufferend are respectively pointers to the beginning and the end of the buffer; and the pair formed by
cyclicBufferhead and cyclicBuffertail represent the pointers to the beginning and the end
of the next string to be processed and treated. This pointers allow us to control buffer
overloading, at the same time that is a smart way to implement a simple, single-threaded
producer-consumer (See Figure 18).

Figure 18: Cyclic Buffer used in RFSerial to data transmission between motes
Now we will go through the communication layer, component by component, seeking
for bottlenecks both inside the procedures themselves and in the way they interchange
information between each other.
UartStream.receiveByte

This is the main procedure when referring to data trans-

mission. The complete signature is async event void UartStream.received Byte (uint8t
data), and its function is mainly to asynchronously receive one byte of data (provided
that there is a TCP connection), insert it into the cyclicBuffer in the position pointed
by cyclicBuffertail and increment the pointer (cyclicBuffertail). Once this have been
accomplished, some verifications inherent to cyclic buffers are carried out, such us testing if the cyclicBuffertail has reached the end of the buffer (cyclicBufferEnd) or if an
overflow has been detected. Even-though this verifications are necessary and we are not
modifying them, it is interesting to stand out one of the most relevant problems related
to data loss: the buffer overflow; on the grounds that it is explicit how the data is discarded if the cyclicBuffertail overtakes the cyclicBufferhead. We will keep this situation
in mind, and later we will find how a bottleneck could provoke an unnecessary buffer
overflow, that, in our view, could be solved if re-organizing the code and modifying some
structural criteria followed in the first place. Apart from that, this procedure makes a
post[2] to the procedure cyclicBufferTask(), which will be explained in the next section.
Every byte sent to the receiver must be processed and allocated in the buffer within
this procedure. It is notorious though that here is the key for the code to be efficient,
owing to the fact that buffer overflow is indeed one of our main drawbacks when facing
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data loss, which is our primary goal here.
CyclicBufferTask

This procedure is the responsible for moving the RAM buffer to

the FLASH buffer, so, it is its labour to take the string of bytes allocated in the RAM
buffer (the RAM buffer is asynchronously being filled by UartStream.receiveByte) and
send them to be processed. It is worth mentioning the instructions under an atomic
statement that updates the pointers responsible for the cyclic buffer. In an smart way,
they control the set of bytes that are being processed, making it possible for UartStream.receiveByte to correctly use the buffer and continue its labour.

atomic {
if (cyclicBuffertail != cyclicBufferhead)
{
difftail = cyclicBuffertail - cyclicBufferhead;
diffend = cyclicBufferend - cyclicBufferhead;
tmpPtr = cyclicBufferhead;
doWrite = TRUE;
}
}

As we can see, there is a set of variables we can work with: difftail, diffend and
tmpPtr. These are being used to establish the amount of data that is going to be processed, at the same time that they update the pointers that are limiting an specific string
of data. As we are working with a cyclic buffer, there are some different situations that
are of our concern. Depending on the position of the data, and the amount of data we
are to process, for instance, we are able to calculate FLASH page size.

LogWrite.append

This is a TinyOS procedure that has been already coded and

whose complete signature is the following: command error t append(void* buf, storage len t len)[3]. We will take some time to comment it in order to understand how the
data is processed.
LogWrite.append appends data to a given volume, which in this case, if we take a
look to the connections file, RFSerialC.nc, is the FLASH, which we use to buffer serial
data. Nonetheless, the most relevant aspect of this procedure is the fact that once it has
succeeded, it signals the completion of the operation by launching appendDone event.
We make use of this in order to update the buffer pointers.
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This procedure, whose complete signature is event void Log-

Write.appendDone(void* buf, storage len t len,bool recordsLost, error t err) is the one
signaled once a determined set of data, established by cyclicBufferTask has been transferred to the FLASH buffer and therefore, is the one that is updating the RAM buffer
pointers. In this way, once the data has been transmitted, there is no need to keep it
in the buffer and it can be overwritten, so the cyclicBufferhead is updated in order to
point to the first byte that is yet to be processed as the beginning of the following data
set.
What is more, it is checked whether there is still more data in the RAM buffer to
be transferred to the FLASH buffer and, if that is the case cyclicBufferTask() is posted
again in order to empty the RAM buffer. As it means a cyclic dependency, we can see
that should we count on a constant data flow, we will be following this path over and
over until no more data is allocated in the RAM buffer. Once the RAM buffer is empty,
the flag controlling the call to cyclicBufferTask from UartStream.receiveByte is free and
the cycle is complete.
There is still one more thing to do, which is transmit data in the FLASH buffer over
the TCP connection. A new procedure called procesBufferTask is posted in order to
carry out this labour.
ProcessBufferTask

This is the last procedure involved in the data transmission, and

probably the simplest one, on the grounds that TinyOS provides the tools to make this
task trivial. We make use of the procedure LogRead.read whose labour is to read the
FLASH buffer. There are more procedures behind this call, such as LogRead.readDone
and TcpEcho.send -which sends data over the TCP connection once it is availablenonetheless, this dependencies are outside the scope of this analysis, on the grounds
that they represent no bottleneck at all, not to mention that they are implemented as
part of the TinyOS TCP stack, which is actually a beta and still in development as we
mentioned before.

Now that we have a better idea of how data flows between motes, we are in position
to discuss which are the main problems we faced when attempting to make yet another
baud-rate improvement. After deep though about this matter, we contemplated different approaches so that the code would be refined, some of which implied completely
different structures -therefore leading to a great deal of work and changes to be madewhile others were based on qualitative a sharp modifications, looking for attenuating
the bottlenecks’ consequences.
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As it was stated above, one of the main inconveniences in the former code is the
possibility of a buffer overflow, considering that we deal with it by explicitly discarding
data. If we think of what it means, we notice that a buffer overflow appears when the
cyclicBuffertail overtakes the cyclicBufferhead; or in other words, when the amount of
data in the buffer is that large that the variable pointing the end of the data string
overpasses the beginning of the same string, overlapping information. We contemplated
three main solutions:
- Limit the data to be transmitted at one time.
- Declare a longer buffer
- Make the pointers move faster than the incoming data
The first approach could be only considered once we know the amount of data that
is going to be transmitted. As the WQM specification provides that information and
considering tests with the actual data, limiting the data to be sent was not a solution.
Even when adjusting the schedule for data transmission to the Base Station, the connection might fail, and the system must be robust enough to deal with it and collect
more data later; in case the connection can be re-established.
The second one is more interesting, nonetheless as we are working with low-power
consumption motes, where resources are limited, this approach should be only considered as the last option, after further studies of which buffer length would be enough to
cope with the maximum amount of data to be transmitted at the same time. What
is more, based on tests, we found out that adjusting the buffer size to the minimum,
always being aware of possible overloads, data-loss, which is now insignificant, could
be reduced to nothing. Nonetheless, the study of the specific amount of data and the
implications of adjusting some free parameters in the system are beyond the scope of
this document and will be for sure considered in future work.
The last approach is both possible and applicable, and therefore we will further
discuss it. This technique is related to the fact that when establishing the limits of
the string of data to be processed in the buffer, we have to wait until the data has
been accepted to be processed in order to update the cyclicBufferhead pointer. What is
more, if for some reason the data is not processed, we will find it out afterwards without
any chance to do anything about it. Waiting for the pointers to be updated until we
reach a SUCCESS confirmation is a way to make sure that we are not overlapping
non-computed data, but it offers no benefits in what data-transmission efficiency refers.
Thus, the sooner we update the cyclicBufferhead pointer, even-though it implies trusting
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data being processed correctly, the more efficient data transmission we will be. Taking
this under consideration, should we move the piece of code concerning pointer updating
from the atomic set of instructions allocated in the LogWrite.appendDone procedure
to the cyclicBufferTask function, right after sending the data for further computation,
the result when pushing data from the mote in the buoy to the one in the base station
would be the same. However, since pointers are being updated at a higher rate, chances
of facing an overflow are, in any case, less than before. If we find the way to postpone
the pointers update to the very last moment, we could take more bytes in the same set,
decreasing significantly chances for a buffer overflow from happening.

8.5

Integration with the Capoh System

Once the RFSerial is functional and we are able to successfully send strings of data from
the mote acting as Base Station to the client mote, and vice-versa; problem arises when
looking at the whole picture altogether. In this way, the motes have to integrate as one
more component with the rest of the system, specially with the DAE, which is the one
that takes control over the data acquisition.
When we started the simulation DAE -RFSerial running in the client side- we realized
that the data collection stage led to a hanging in the client mote. This problem, which
did not show up in the tests concerning serial communications was due to the great deal
of data produced by the WQM and therefore transferred over 802.15.4 from the client
to the Base Station. In this way, we had to go back to the TinyOS application and try
to put the problem in context, finding out that the hanging was provoked by a deadlock
[4] we had not considered before and that will be explained now (Please see Figure 19).
As it can be inferred from Figure 19, which represent some of the components present
in the RFSerial application explained above, the variable noCyclicBufferTaskPosted
hides a deadlock. In order to understand why this situation leads to the mentioned
situation we are going to explain events and tasks handling in TinyOS 2.x. as well as
the concept of atomic statements.[23]
Events and tasks are the two main ways available in TinyOS to code our applications. Events are ”fixed functions” - this means a fixed number or parameters, their
type, and a return value- triggered by interruptions, which implies that when a piece of
code is being executed an interruption can occur, stopping the execution and starting
the handling of the new event by running the code that is under the implementation
of the event. Flow control goes back to the execution of the former piece of code once
the interruption has finished. Should we think about it, we rapidly realize that this
complicates the use of global variables, some times necessary when wanting to control
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Figure 19: Deadlock in RFSerial that leads to mote hanging
the execution flow (remember the lack of parameters in the events). It is important to
introduce now that interruptions are always attended, except for some situations where
the interruptions are disabled (i.e. inside atomic statements). We will go through this
later.
Tasks, on the other hand are a completely different kind of ”function” which in the
first place, does not admit any kind of parameters. Tasks differ from events on the
grounds that we decide when they are to be executed by posting them, however, the
lack of parameters, reduces the its use to very specific situations. Tasks’ main advantage
though, is the fact that TinyOS counts on a task buffer and a scheduler that controls
their execution. In this way, when a task is posted, it is automatically flagged in the
task buffer. This implies we are guaranteed that a task is going to be executed once it
has been posted.
Considering all this, the deadlock might not be clear yet, nonetheless, if we remember
the concept of atomic statement, the problem stands out itself. An atomic statement
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is a set of operations that are guaranteed to be executed altogether, with no interruption in between, and therefore preventing external pieces of code to be executed in the
middle of their operation. This TinyOS feature extends dramatically the possibilities
and makes it a more powerful language, owing to the fact that some pieces of code can
be ”protected” and act as a whole -as it is needed when working with global variables.
However, in order to achieve this, when an atomic statement enters the CPU, interruptions are disabled, hence if an interruption were to trigger an event, this event would
be lost and, what is even worse, we would have no way to even notice it. This is the
reason why a good design for a TinyOS application implies a wise combination of events
-which are not meant to be very dense-, a careful use of atomic statements -making use
of them only to avoid race conditions- and a code re-factorization so that it is splitted
up into a reasonable amount of tasks.
In this way, if we want to be sure of when to move data from the FLASH to the
RAM buffer (see Figure 19), we realize the only possible way is to make use of a
global variable -which we named noCyclicBufferTaskPoster- so that, if it is still data
to be transferred in the FLASH buffer, we prevent new data to be flashed. Only when
the buffer is empty are we sure that it is not going to be data overlapping and thus,
cyclicBufferTask -the task in charge of this operation- can be posted again. As it is
needed to know when the buffer is empty, we keep track of the pointers in the buffer,
being only the moment the head catches the tail when the buffer is empty and ready
to receive new data (Please note that buffer overwhelming has been already considered
before so when the head equals the tail, it implies the buffer is empty and not the other
way around). However, as depicted in Figure 19, the buffer status check takes place in
the LogWrite.appendDone event, which points out that, if this specific event, when head
equals tail is lost, noCiclycBufferTaskPosted remains FALSE, hence cyclicBufferTask is
never posted again, leading to a deadlock we have to deal with.
Should we consider that TinyOS, as it has been already mentioned, was never meant
to provide Real-Time communication, which is precisely the aim of RFSerial; relying on
the acknowledgement of every event interruption in order to keep track of the program
flow, leads to problems as it is the case with this deadlock. In order to avoid motehanging, we applied some sharp techniques that aimed for the correct operation of the
client mote running RFSerial, and that we will explain now.
Reduction of Atomic Statements The first approach we took to deal with the
deadlock, after understanding its cause once putting the problem into context, was to
minimize the amount of atomic statements, not only in our application (RFSerial) but
in the libraries used by TinyOS when compiling for a specific chip and platform. After
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analyzing all the dependencies, we could establish that the only atomic statements that
could be reduced without leading to race conditions were to be made inside RFSerial.
Hence, we studied the way the code could be re-factored so that we did not modify the
application’s behavior. Once we minimized the scope of the atomic statements present
in RFSerial, tests showed a great improvement concerning data loss. Notwithstanding,
given the real-time nature of this application, we can never be sure that an event is
not going to be lost. Thus, an alternative method able to recover from a deadlock that
sooner or later might happen, is needed.
Inclusion of a deadlock-seeking Watchdog

Considering that at some point -due

to TinyOS event handling- motes are going to hang, we moved to a completely different
strategy. In the Serial Communication subsection -inside contributions- we explained
how the EPFL’s watchdog [30] prevented from improving baud-rate as it was implemented specifically for the Arch Rock motes. However, we considered the idea of reusing
and re-implementing the watchdog in order to actively look for the deadlock and when
it is the situation, save it and continueing transferring data.
In order to do this, we modified the EFPL’s watchdog’s behavior. Instead of rebooting the motes once the serial communication was finished -which was its original
task- we made it check that, as long as the serial communication is taking place (by
”touching” the watchdog’s when new data is being sent), the noClycicBufferTaskPosted
variable is being checked. Hence, if it is the case that new data is being sent and the
FLASH buffer has no new data at the same time that noClycicBufferTaskPosted equals
FALSE, we are in a deadlock situati. When this happens, we release the lock and post
ClycicBufferTask in order to avoid data loss. Besides, as we also control possible overflowing of the cyclic buffer where incoming data is stored, in case this happens, we also
make use of this technique. This implies that instead of leading to a no-return status
(i.e., mote hanging), this unfavorable situation involves discarding new information and
thus data-loss. Even when this is not wanted, this strategy prevent motes from being
inoperable when something goes wrong, which manifests the robustness of this system,
a very needed feature for an autonomous data-logger.
As we were still exposed to some data-loss we moved further and looked into the
lower layers in which we rely to build up applications as it is the TCP stack.
Improvement of the TinyOS TCP stack

TinyOS’ TCP stack is still in develop-

ment, which implies that its operation is not a hundred percent reliable. Using new
components is encouraged by TinyOS, which allows us to make use of a whole set of features that are already implemented by only making use of an interface that is provided
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in a given library. This is why it is easy to use in TinyOS the Universal Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitter (UART), the Timer or, in this case, the TCP/IP stack. So, when
wanting to make modifications in an specific component, the first step is to localize it
and the dependencies it holds with the rest of the components used in a given application, as well as with the application itself. Figure 20 shows RFSerial dependencies with
the TCP/IP and UDP/IP Stack (they belong to the same library and both are used in
RFSerial).

Figure 20: Dependencies between RFSerial and th e TCP, UDP and IP stack
The UDP component is used for adding Shell commands once the communication
is established, which is not related to the problem we are facing now. Nonetheless, the
TCP component, which is located inside the TinyOS tree at $TOSSDIR/ tos/ lib/ net/
blip/ TcpP.nc is actively used by our application when sending data over the Radio.
Further analysis, showed that this component was making use of the library $TOSSDIR/ support/ sdk/ c/ blip/ libtcp/ tcplib.c, being actually the location where the TCP
socket is implemented. Considering the TCP stack is still in development, as it was
mentioned before, we found out a lack of features in the implementation, including a
reliable connection control, on the grounds that a connection was dropped by the client
after sending a fixed, random number of data sets. Hence, we modified it in order to
maintain the connection open until all the data had been transferred.
After putting in practice all this modifications, and testing the whole system altogether, we could state that the Serial Communication -corner stone and pillar of the
good operation of the system- was successfully carrying out its task, preventing mote
hanging, TCP dropped connections and reducing data-loss to a minimum, given the
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expectations when starting this Thesis. Nonetheless, further work -discussed later- will
be focused in adjusting the free parameters such as buffer length, watchdog’s timer and
payload when moving FLASH to RAM buffer, owing to the fact that it could easily
lead to a 0% data-loss, which together with the non-hanging motes we are working with
now, makes our system both robust and reliable, giving even more value to the gathered
measurements.

8.6

Conclusion

The Serial Communication was the first improvement we made and therefore the very
first contribution. In that moment, a baud-rate improvement just meant bytes moving
faster for us, without any further reason and of course without any other implications.
However, it helped us to understand and get to know TinyOS as well as it encouraged
us to get involved with the rest of the system. In this way, after finishing the 6LowPAN contribution and putting things together, we were able to see the whole picture
and make even more improvements in this matter. We could say then, that the Serial
Communication was the very beginning for us, but at the same time it was also its
total understanding what allowed us to push the system to its own boundaries, making the adjustments and improvements that have led to the current Capoh Architecture.
First, deactivating the watchdog that caused mote reboots in order to simplify and
make the client side as thin as possible. Secondly, refactoring the code so that we only
used atomic statements when strictly necessary, but always that needed. It is important
to stand out that this analysis was not limited to our application but involved avery
component used by it. Then, taking advantage of sharp techniques to improve the behavior of the buffers storing data. And finally, adjusting parameters such as buffer size,
timers, etc. when putting the application into context, working under the influence of
the rest of the system.
It is also worth mentioning that this contribution has helped us not only to understand and be fluent in NesC, but also it has allowed us to stand out and report some
drawbacks present in the original TinyOS brach, specially in the TCP Stack. In this way
our feedback after using some TinyOS components in a way they might not be designed
for can be seen a contribution to the whole TinyOS community.

9

Wi-Fi Communication

In this last part of the contributions section we are going to discuss the very last step
to be done in order to meet all the requirements scientists and biologists established
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for the MANA project to be considered as the beginning of a new generation of data
loggers. Even-though this component has not been implemented yet, we are going to
present some ideas that hopefully, will lead to the design and development of it in a near
future so that we can deploy it in Greenland at the same time as new MANA’s version.
Should we recap, the main goal of MANA was to provide the mentioned new generation of data loggers: autonomous, reliable and robust; which allowed scientists to focus
in oder areas. Until now we have described all the process, from the data collection to
its storage, passing through transmitting, validating and analyzing it while maintaining the log files that track down all the process that leads to data being safe in the
USB and the SDCard. However, if we stop here, we would have to actually go to the
deployment place where the MicroServer is and pick up the USB and the SDCard for
further analysis. What is more, we would have to deal with several drawback due to this
approach. For instance, if our system successfully harvest the measurements from the
sensors for the whole season and the very last day it breaks down for any unexpected
reason such as power failure, we might lose all the information gathered through a great
deal of time in the storage devices. Or even if no software/hardware related problem
occurs, maybe external problems such as extreme weather conditions (i.e., a lightning or
a storm) or wild life -very common in the are- might destroy our system and therefore
all the collected data. This obviously implies one of the main weak points in the Capoh
Architecture, specially when we insist in defining it as a new generation of data loggers
that is able to face old problems by taking advantage of research in new technologies
applied to Arctic zones.
In this way, and trying to avoid this problem, we though of sending the data over
802.11 to a secure server where data could be not only store regularly for it to be safe
from these dangers, but also analyzed and treated in ”real time”. This would really
mean a qualitative change in which data acquisition in this unaccessible zones means,
on the grounds that data could be consulted one or two days after being collected in
the field providing that we have internet connection in the place the server is going to
be installed (Note that the term ”real time” depends on the time stamp we use for the
data to be send to the server. Nonetheless is always going to be much higher compared
to former data loggers).
In our specific case -which can be exported to any other zone adapting some parameters to endemic requirements, the system we are presenting is deployed in Greenland.
The lakes we are collecting data from (Sommerfuglesø and Langemandsø) are 4Km away
from the nearest place we can count on an internet connection and hence, the location
the server that is going to receive the data is being installed. If we take a look at Figure
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21 we have an idea of the kind geography we are dealing with and the obstacles we have
to face when establishing a connection between the base station and the main server
(Please note that the lakes are highlighted in the image).

Figure 21: Map of Zackenbergdalen with local site names used BioBasis [26]. Scale:
1Km between grid markers. Contours at 10 intervals
The first option we considered, following the approach taken in the original MicroServer’s configuration was to make use of an amplifier and an antenna -as we it has
been done between the Buoy and the Base Station. Actually, the Vexcel MicroServer
provides the hardware configuration for this, so it would be easy to adapt it to our
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necessities, hopefully obtaining good results. This would obviously need to be tested in
the field on the grounds that there is no information regarding long distance communications in the Arctic. Nonetheless, if we take into account that the use of another amplifier
would imply more power consumption -even-though it is assumed in the MicroServer
design- we tried to go for other alternatives, owing to the fact that the less power consumption we can achieve, the more we can adjust the sampling periods - allowing us to
be closer to the mentioned adaptive measurement engine- making it possible to reflect
occasional changes in the water and thereby giving more value to the acquired data. If
this would not be the case, then it would imply that we could reduce the amount of
batteries we have to rely on, reducing maintenance and deployment cost, at the same
time that making our system more environmentally friendly.
Considering this, we put in contact with Sebastian Bttrich, Research Lab Manager
at the Pervasive Interaction Technology Laboratory - the pIT Lab (ITU) due to his
involvement in some projects related to long distance 802.11 communication. Sebastian
and his research group achieved a 382Km 802.11 connection in only one hop by taking
advantage of the physics behind this protocol, which in our context would mean the
perfect solution when thinking of minimizing power consumption.
Specifically, for our case, considering that the longest distance from the Base Station
to the server making use of 802.11, modifications should be focused on [36]:
- Power reduction
- Antenna optimization
- Avoiding the use of an amplifier
In the same way as we stated before, this results has to be tested for our specific
case in the field, nonetheless, this approach is much more enticing than the previous
ones, and will be our starting research point when taking Capoh System’s new version
to Greenland for deployment. Should we be able to apply this new technique to the
Capoh Base Station, the process would be completed, and scientist could have access to
a great deal of new data from their place of work, avoiding the costs and inconveniences
of moving to the place where the measurements are being gathered in order to access
and physically collect them; all of it from an efficient, autonomous and adaptive data
logger.
We are currently working with Sebastian in order to apply all these ideas to the
Capoh Architecture as a new improvement to the system deployed in Greenland. Eventhough this work is going to be done out of this Thesis, we believe it is important
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to mention the continuity of the project as well as its repercussion, specially when
considering the good deal of resources that are being invested in it.

10

Experiments

Once we have finished carrying out the design and implementation of the pertinent improvements and new features to the system, we realized we had enough time to run some
tests on the MicroServer even-though they were not included as part of the plan in the
first place, owing to the fact that the project was big enough to take all the available
time and also considering the poor value of running tests in spring when the system is
going to be working under winter conditions in Greenland. However, as the MicroServer
is going to be deployed in Greenland in August, we decided to do some work in advance
and start preparing representative and exhaustive tests and run some of them in the
laboratory.

10.1

Test design and scope

First of all, we analyzed the material we had in the laboratory. It is now the time to
stand out that as most of the equipment deployed in Greenland was bought and taken
there and only a few components were considered (and cheap enough) to be replicated.
Besides, as we wanted to move to standard protocols -from Rosetta to 6LowPAN- the
motes for instance had to be different, which adds complexity to the tests on the grounds
that they might have a different behavior when put together with the rest of the system.
The main difficulties we had to overcome in order to run a valuable and reliable test
on the MicroServer were:
- Lack of a solar panel
- Lack of the PowerStation for 802.11.4
- Lack of GPS
- Lack of WQM sensors
- Use of different Telosb motes and protocols
Solar Panel, PowerStation & GPS When faced, these three drawback swere very
easy to successfully face or at least overcome, mainly because of their poor repercussion
to the system’s basic operation, and the fact that none of our software was dependent
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on them.
The operation of the Solar Panel in the MicroServer is linked to the SunSaver-6
[11], which is in the end a small controller which provides 12V out of a set of batteries
harvested by a solar panel. Considering that the only thing that matters to us is that
the PCS is perceiving 12V continuously -in order to protect the SBC, which is very
power sensitive- and taking into account that the SunSaver guarantees it without further logic or complexity; the lack of the Solar Panel can be perfectly supplanted by a 12V
power supplier connected to the PCS. This simulates the behavior of the batteries and
solar panel altogether, allowing us to count on a power reliable MicroServer for the tests.
The PowerStation offers us a robust router that is able to resist extreme weather
conditions as we stated in the Background section. However, its behavior is dependent
on its own configuration, which has to be done before setting up the whole system. In
this way, as the MicroServer’s operation to start up the networking interface is the same
once the router that is to be used is configured in a determined way [17], the use of one
device or another involves no real repercussion on the system’s behavior. As a reference,
we has made use of a D-Link Airplus Xtreme G Wireless Router for the tests run in the
laboratory.
Finally, we did not have the chance to incorporate the GPS to the replica -as we
do not have one. If we check the MicroServer, we observe that a driver to handle the
GPS is provided in the original Rob Fatland’s Vexcel MicroServer, which, on the other
hand does not add any further value to the DAE’s data acquisition -which is actually
the main reason for running the tests. Taking this under consideration, the lack of the
GPS implies that when deploying the system in Greenland we will have to deal with
possible inconveniences in the field; nonetheless we strongly believe that the impact to
the Base Station is minimum.
WQM simulator

Whereas the lack of the components mentioned above could be eas-

ily avoided, the lack of the WQM sensors implied that one of the pillars of the system
-data acquisition and transmission to the Base Station- could not be tested properly. In
order to at least be able to test the correct operation of the DAE, we started manually
running tests, which implies directly writing in the serial port of the telos mote that
should de attached to the WQM sensors. This allowed us to test the DAE by means
of fake data being transmitted through 802.15.4 to the Base Station. What is more,
the fact that the WQM sensors costed +20000$, implying that a whole new set was
going to be very difficult to get; and taking under consideration that their quality and
performance was more than guarantee when gathering data, we focused on simulating
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data transmission.
Manually writing in the serial port was valid for small tests in the DAE, however when
trying to test the whole system under similar conditions as it is going to be working in
Greenland -obviously we are not implying weather conditions here, but operational- we
need to automatize this work by simulating the WQM sensors. In this way, we developed
a series of Python scripts to read and write to the telos’ serial port; accepting a series
of commands and answering them with data matching the WQM’s layout. Figure 22
shows the simplified version of the Capoh Architecture used for the tests (Please note
that tests are made for the DAE, and all the necessary logic to build up the complete
Capoh Architecture is already located in the MicroServer.)

Figure 22: Schematics of the Capoh Architecture used for the tests in the laboratory
As we can infer from the figure, we have used two motes emulating data acquisition
from two different buoys. They are connected to a computer running the Python scripts,
sending the pertinent data over the radio to the Base Station. Even when the conditions
are not the same as in Greenland, this approach helped us to detect some weak points
in our system that we will point out in the following subsection. Besides, counting on an
automatized method for testing the system, allowed us to run it for two weeks, getting so
much feedback from the MicroServer’s operation; crucial for its success in Zackenberg.
New motes and protocols

The use of different motes and protocols was not meant

to have a lot of repercussion in the system, however it turned out to be that we had
underestimated it. Even when we developed a lot of new features and carried out
plenty of modifications in the DAE for it to be adapted to standard protocols such
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as 6LowPAN, the set of scripts that governed the DAE’s operation proved not to be
optimized and reliable for them. This caused major changes in the INIT scripts we
explained before, being the biggest contribution of the experiments to the final system
(Please note that there is a subsection dedicated to the repercussion of the tests in the
system -Contributions- where we will discuss the modifications made, product of the
observation of the system’s behavior).

10.2

Results

The MicroServer is meant to be working autonomously for a long period of time -at
least for a season in Greenland, which means around 9 months. In order to analyze its
operation and trace down possible problems, there is a set of log files containing every
single action carried out by the MicroServer, including time parameters, verifications,
the actual acquired data, number of motes, etc. Considering the great deal of information that we can obtain by simply going through this log files, and taking into account
that they are necessary and essential, we did not have to add more complexity to the
system in order to get feedback when testing it.
Notwithstanding, before starting the tests, we noticed that the use of 6LowPAN
when connecting to the motes in the Buoys implied some deficiencies in which reliability
refers, As we made use of BLIP as a communication protocol and IPBaseStation as the
main application to be running in the Base Station -which involves the use of ip-driver the discovery of new motes is based on a broadcast from the Base Station, differing
from Rosetta’s approach where we already new the MAC address of the motes to be
connected to the Base Station and therefore we could handle its connection from the
DAE. The main advantage of the broadcast method is that the addition of new Buoys is
transparent to the MicroServer, however we can not directly control the communication
between each of the motes in the Buoys and the Base Station. In order to face this problem, we added another layer to the DAE, making the ip-driver to be called by a Python
script which controls its operation, input and output. With this new information from
the ip-driver, we can log how many motes are connected and even if some of them stop
connecting at some point, making it easier to detect failures or hangings in the Buoys.
What is more, should the Base Station face any inconvenience, the MicroServer would
be aware of it, making it possible for it to reset the telos mote and restart the ip-driver,
increasing reliability and robustness, at the same time that improving our knowledge of
the system by logging this recovery processes.
After running the system for two weeks, forcing intervals of 20 minutes drop-dead and
20 minutes sleep, which implies approximately 36 cycles of powering up - data acquisition
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- data transmission - data analysis - data storage - logging - powering down per day (Way
more cycles than the ones needed and affordable in Greenland), the obtained results can
be summarized in:
- The PCS is able to stand a high-rate operation in case it is needed in order to
capture special, unexpected incidents. This would have an impact in the power
consumption that might be considered when deployment; however we can count
on the PCS to be reliable enough to be trusted.
- The set of scripts that lead to the DAE’s operation (after the modifications stated
in the following subsection) successfully carry out their labour, even when facing
controlled and emulated inconveniences that could occur once the system has been
deployed. Were it to be the case that the DAE is not able to recover from an
unexpected failure, this would be logged for further analysis. Besides, as the SBC
is powered down before the next data retrieval, following attempts should not be
affected by a pervious failure and the data stored in the Buoy would not be lost
in any case.
- The DAE is able to handle corrupted data and log it, being robust to a possible
WQM sensors malfunction.
- The information gathered in the log files is organized and comprehensible, so that
it can be easily analyzed and understood if necessary. Besides, some of the log
files work together, meaning that when something unexpected is found in one of
them, it can be contrasted to other log files and trace down in order to determine
the cause of a specific entry. What is more, there is redundancy in the log files
storage, making it possible to recover a corrupted log file and more difficult lo
loose information.
- All the new features added to the Capoh Architecture (stated and explained under
the Contributions section) work fine and are ready to be deployed in Greenland
in order to be tested under real conditions.
Please note that this subsection and the following one are very related and therefore
the results we have just presented include the modifications we had to made after finding
the weak points that our system presented and that we are about to discuss.

10.3

Contributions

Due to the feedback obtained from running experiments in the MicroServer, we realized
that part of the scripting structure behind the DAE was not working properly, which
led to its re-design. Mainly, the problem was related to motes not properly connecting
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the Base Station, so closer control in the ip-driver’s behavior led to good results. Figure
23 shows the current scripting structure that leads to the DAE’s operation.

Figure 23: Script calling sequence from INIT to DAE
Furthermore, the need of improving the system’s understanding, caused the creation
of more log files, capturing new aspects such as ip-driver ’s condition, mote’s state or
DAE’s operation. These might not be necessary once the system is deployed, however,
considering the research nature of this project, the more meta-information we can acquire, the more valuable are the conclusions scientists and biologists may take from our
work will be.
Finally, the observation of the system and the analysis of the log files, stood out
a failure in the TinyOS’s Low Power Listening that led to mote hanging. After going
once again through TinyOS’s branch we conclude that the hanging can be controlled by
reseting the mote eventually -i.e. once a day- as it is a normal consequence of its 24/7
operation. Nevertheless, should we want to take complete control of the mote’s behavior,
especially for the ones to be deployed in Greenland, we propose a hardware watchdog
that pokes the mote in a regular basis and resets it when no response is obtained. We
still have to work on this on the grounds that if we take this approach as a real option,
further consideration regarding temperature requirements and power consumption in
the watchdog must be addressed.
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Part III

Conclusion
The objective of this Thesis, as it has been since the beginning, was to provide a Testbed
for MANA by building a replica of the system deployed in Greenland, as a mean to provide full understanding of a system that was born inside the research field as well as a
platform where modifications and add-ons could be tested. The construction and understanding of the replica and its documentation process took some time, however, it
was much less than what was scheduled so we found ourselves in a situation where we
could start using it in order to improve the system and make some modifications.
In this way, we started making changes in the set of scripts that handled the INIT
process in the Debian 5 (Lenny) installed in the TS-7260. This scripts, which triggered the execution of most of the applications that lead to the data acquisition, did
their labour; however by making some small changes, we found out that their processes
were more easily understandable at the same time that they minimized the impact of
changes in the re-design of the different components composing the system. After that,
we started adapting those components we mentioned before to standard protocols (i.e.,
from Rosetta to 6LowPAN) and adding more features to them -such as the possibility
of counting on more Buoys collecting data and sending it to the Base Station, being
this process transparent for both the Base Station itself and the rest of the components
directly connected to the data acquisition (i.e., the DAE). This modifications went from
the data acquisition itself, its transmission, treatment, etc. to the communication between the SBC and the PCS and the interfaces allowing this communication.
Once the MicroServer was updated to its ”new version” we tried to carry out some
tests on the system, noticing that the powering up and down as well as the applications
started by the INIT scripts were successfully working. In this moment we attempted to
simulate the DAE -as we do not count on a second set of WQM sensors due to their
high costs- finding out some inconveniences in the communication between the mote in
the Buoy and the Base Station. It was then when we completely changed perspective
and saw the whole picture of what data acquisition meant. Taking this under consideration, we worked on enhancing the RFSerial application and making changes in the
TinyOS architecture in order to achieve Real-Time communication between the motes.
By applying some sharp and a bit unusual techniques in the development of TinyOS
applications, we managed to overpass these problems (related to motes hanging when
transmitting a great deal of data) and practically reducing data-loss to 0%. When assembled to the rest of the system, the results maintained. Thus, the development came
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to an end, resulting that the main goal of the Thesis -which was the construction of the
MANA Testbed- not only was satisfactory but had been successfully used to take the
Capoh Architecture to the next level.
After all this, we had a renewed version of the MicroServer as well as the knowledge
of how the components of the system worked together in order to meet the scientists and
biologists requirements. This knowledge, we tried to capture it throughout this paper by
making use of different abstractions and examples, as well as providing images, schemas
and pictures depicting the most intricate processes and parts of the system. Sometimes
this aim of sharing the understanding of the system might have resulted in redundancy
or references to already explained sections, however, we strongly believe it was worth it,
providing that after going through this paper, the reader has grasped the main ideas of
why some decisions were made and how they were carried out.

Part IV

Discussion
Should we change perspective in order to analyze the work we present here from an
unbiased point of view, taking scientists and biologists point of view is definitely the
best option, on the grounds that they establish the requirements and they are in the
end the ones that are going to use the tools we provide in order to carry out their work.
When doing it, we found out that the current system overtakes former data loggers
in many aspects, enormously facilitating scientists labour (by current we mean the new
version of the Capoh Architecture, including all the modifications and added features
throughout the development of this Thesis). The fact that we are able to gather data
from a unaccessible place during a whole season in an efficient and robust way, having
strong guarantees that the system is not going to completely crash and lose all the data
-because is being stored on a regular basis into a safe server connected to the Internet- is
indeed very appealing and enticing. What is more, counting on an adaptive DAE, able
to notice qualitative changes in the measurements and capture them for further analysis,
which, once again, can be done almost in real time (it all depends on the latency we
want to add, increasing or decreasing data transmission to the main server, which is also
related to power consumption), adds so much value to the gathered data.
Notwithstanding, there are still many weak points in the system that, from this
point of view can be improved. This is the case of the mote acting as a gateway between
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the WQM sensors and the Base Station. Should we think about it, the whole system
relies in one mote transmitting data over TCP under TinyOS, which, taking into consideration that the TCP stack is still in development and has not already been finished
and obviously not tested, results in a remarkable inconsistency. Although part of the
modifications made in TinyOS were related to the TCP/IP implementation, we are not
using a framework we can completely trust, supported by a reliable organization. Hence
the robustness of the system is affected. We can implement redundancy and include two
motes acting as a gateway of the same set of WQM sensors, minimizing the probability
of failure (this is actually one of the possibilities we are contemplating to implement
when deploying the new version of MANA in Greenland), however it would be much
more interesting and a huge step forward to start a contribution with Berkeley by reimplementing the TCP stack; thus building on top of trustful hardware and software
layers, incrementing robustness dramatically.
Another point we believe it is important to discuss when looking further in the future
of MANA, is the way we handle power control, or in other words, the PCS. One of the
main reason for using Rob Fatland’s Vexcel MicroServer is precisely the synergy between
the TS-7260 (SBC) and the PCS, specially thanks to the last one. This is because there
is a lack of this boards in the market and everybody is designing and building their own,
even-though every system involving low power consumption needs it. Taking this under
consideration, the idea of making an abstraction of what are the reasons for the need of
a PCS, its components and its features might lead to the schematics of a Power Conditioning Subsystem -or something similar- that could represent the first commercial PCS
(maybe under some association such as Arduino [1]), meeting the needs of market sector
that is nowadays abandoned by hardware companies. In this way, at least one project,
under the supervision of associate professor Philippe Bonnet, is digging into this matter
by means of using C in order to re-program the PCS’s PIC18F4520 at the same time
that documenting these abstractions and features we mentioned before, needed in order
to establish the requirements for the design and construction of a standard (and maybe
commercial) PCS. It is worth mentioning that as the SeaMonster project -the origins of
the MicroServer- has come to an end, the lack of PCSs is forcing this situation we are
here describing, therefore making it a priority to find a solution to it. If we think big,
this would also be a good opportunity for ITU to work in collaboration with a hardware
company and enter into the business world.
Last but not least, if we consider this new generation of data loggers, we realize that
scientists and biologists are going to be (if not already) overwhelmed with a great deal
of data which, without a specific tools to treat it, is unmanageable and therefore useless
[24] [5]. In order to face this problem, a new project named EcoLoad [6] has been started
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also inside Philippe Bonnet’s group at ITU. This project is the first step in the creation a
complete new framework for scientists to efficiently handle their data, having more time
to analyze their results. Besides, this idea can be pushed forward and think of a centralized repository where scientists are able to efficiently manipulate, share and archive
data and experiments attached to their publications [7]. This last part, regarding data
management, has been sent as a PhD proposal at ITU in order to push the boundaries
of the current systems by applying the knowledge acquired when dealing with the first
step of the data collecting process (data loggers) to its analysis and efficient presentation.
By and large, and all things considered, we believe that the results we have achieved
through the development of this Thesis are more than satisfactory. Considering the
expectations we had when starting this project, without any previous knowledge in lowpower sensor networks, TinyOS and low-level development, and we are now presenting
(including hardware, software and documentation), we now realize the great deal of
knowledge we have acquired in the process. In this way, far from being impressive, we
consider we have successfully accomplished the requirements that are to be met in a
Master’s Thesis. What is more important, we think that the contributions made the the
MANA project are only the beginning, which means that looking at the whole picture,
there is still so much work to be done and a lot of future in this project; making it
incredibly gratifying to have had the chance to participate and take part on it.
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